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Friends, seafood leaders, and countrymen, lend 
me your ears ….. 

John Connelly 
National Fisheries Institute

October 2019

I come to neither bury Trump, nor to praise him
Borrowed from “Ceaser” by William Shakespeare



A tale of two homes:  what does it mean for us?

“The Ski Cottage”
Sleeps 22 people
Tennis court, pool, racquetball court, 2 hot 

tubs, 13 bathrooms
1 km from ski slopes

“The Trump House”

Borrowed from “A Tale of Two Cities” by Charles Dickens



Gorjan has explained the WHAT of seafood trade tariffs

I will hopefully explain the WHY of Trump Administration trade strategy

Discussion points



Politics of trade:  it is unsettled and takes new approaches 

American politics is sorting through globalization much like many other Western countries



Stipulations:  NFI believes in trade

Trade --- both imports and exports ---
creates hundreds of thousands of jobs in US

NFI promotes pro-trade policies in 
government, the courts, and the media



What people say they want in political leaders

New voice: Not a “politician” 

Self aware:      Willing to support ideals and principles of the constituency they serve

Credible:   People want leaders to deliver on promises

Confidence: Confidence is compelling and among strongest political attractions



Stipulations:  President Trump is unique

He is New Yorker, with all the good and all 
the challenges

No similar experience in federal or state 
government, military, or legislator

His choice of words and means to deliver 
them are often unconventional and 
challenging

Regardless of above, President Trump is 
following thru on campaign commitments 



What did he promise and what did he deliver

Deregulate the economy  

Cut taxes

Appoint conservative judges

Stop illegal immigration

Renegotiate NAFTA

Withdraw from Iran nuclear deal

Constrain China, especially thru  
tariffs

Eliminated $33 billion in regulatory costs

Signed largest restructuring of tax code since 1986

Worked with Senate to appoint 150 federal judges, 
including 2 of 9 Supreme Court justices

To be determined

Revised agreement with Canada and Mexico

Sanctioned Iran

Imposed significant tariffs on $550 billion of Chinese 
goods



Comparative seafood tariffs

Don’t squint your eyes trying to read 
the chart …. trust Dr. Connelly 

Most fish comes into the U.S. at 0% or 
close to 0% tariffs

Most fish comes into EU only after 
significant tariffs and quotas

What would you, as CEO of a company, 
expect your political leaders to do with 
these facts?



Tariffs or threat of tariffs have worked for Trump (to extent)

Source:  Investopedia, ABC News, CNN 

US threatens tariffs 
on EU steel tariffs 

US threatens tariffs 
on MX goods (re immigration) 

MX sends 6,000 troops to 
Guatemalan border to 
prevent northern migration

US threatens 25% tariffs on
€58 B EU autos and parts

Junker agrees to tariff and 
non-tariff negotiations

WTO clears US to 
impose tariffs in Airbus 
dispute, including 
$171 M of fish 
products

???



China as strategic focus:  tariffs as one part of containment strategy

China’s leaders will increasingly seek to assert 
China’s model of authoritarian capitalism as an 
alternative—and implicitly superior—
development path abroad, exacerbating great-
power competition that could threaten 
international support for democracy, human 
rights, and rule of law.

US Intelligence Analysis of China’s Intentions 

One Belt One Road

Regional hegemony

Real or perceived 
currency 
manipulator 



Seafood tariffs:  who are these men?



Since 1908, there have been three 
Chinese leaders without term limits

(It did not work out so well for Xuantong Emperor) 

Can President Trump negotiate the 
“fundamental” changes to Chinese 
economy he demands, with a 
leader in complete control of his 
government?

Seafood tariffs:  what do these three men have in common?



Politics of trade:  your view depends on where you are economically



Politics of trade:  Trump voters do not believe in trade

Trade does NOT create jobs

Trade TAKES AWAY US jobs



View 2:  Trump voters feel 
the economic system has 
not worked for them, while 
the rich shut them out of 
opportunity
(maybe we should take the 
concerns of these 63 MM 
voters more seriously)

President Trump won 
counties representing only 
34% of GDP

View 1:  “Trump voters are 
stupid, racist, country folk”
(largely the view held by 
media and the well off)

Politics of trade:  2016 election county breakdown by wealth



Politics of trade:  these are Trump voters, not media caricatures

“I'm going to vote for Donald Trump because I 
see him as a candidate that is actually giving 
the people a voice and listening to what the 
people want ….”

“He’s going to bring back more jobs for the 
Americans, which we lost a lot of jobs to 
Mexico and everywhere else….. More jobs 
and more opportunities for the American. 
You have a lot of people unemployed. They're 
looking for new jobs. We should just bring 
back the jobs that left the United States.”



A tale of two homes

My father-in-law owns house on the left (my smaller house is next to his).  Every weekend I pass house on  
right to get to the house on left.   Those that live on right feel those on left pass them buy 
economically and socially.  They feel President Trump gives them a voice.  For them, he is keeping his 
campaign promises.  To understand President Trump, understand family in house on the right.


